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All OCRuerbaeia contain specimens from Mr. A. H. Curtiss, and we do .

not need to call attention to their value as species, nor their completeness of

preparation. The successive fascicles, now numbering seven, have each brought

many accessions eagerly sought for by botanists. This season Mr. Curtiss will

collect such plants of North Florida as are ordered, and will send lists to pur-

chasers for selection. He can be addressed at .Jacksonville, Florida.

Brefeld dkvotes the fifth part of his Bolanvsehe Unterswhungen to the de-

velopment of the Ustihrjinerc. By using nutritive fluids for his cultures he was en-

abled to obtain far more important results than those of other observers. By
this means he found that the sporidia produced by the germinating spores have
the behavior of conidia, and that the so-called conjugation in TiUelia, which is

without sexual significance, does not occur when nutriment is abundant.

As WEGO to press the death of Dr. Geo. Engelmann is announced, and to

western botanists especially it comes like the shock of a family bereavement.
So great and so kind, was the general thought in regard to him, and we hope
soon to be able to give to our readers a suitable memorial notice.

Prof. Edward S. Burgess, of the Washington High School, has published
a " Syllabus of the Courses in Botany and Zoology," which rather surprises one

accustomed to the ordinary High School biology. Of course the means of

illustration in Washington are unusually good, thanks to the Botanical Gar-
dens and National Museum. But the main point is, that use seems to be made
of the materials within reach, which would work a revolution in probably nine-

tenths of our schools. But the Botanic Gardens and National Museum are by
no means the only things Prof. Burgess uses, but he depends largely upon what
every teacher has, the inexhaustible Botanic Garden and Museum of Nature
herself.

^

One only needs Nature to teach pupils much natural science, but the

trouble is that much of our school natural science is so very unnatural.
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